Pizza crusts are often discarded, but these everyday castaways contain vast potential for magic. Mystic Pizza invites you to bring your artistic concerns to the table – chew through your questions while eating a slab or two.

Your wedge of intention adapts archetypal symbology from the Tarot’s Minor Arcana & Tasseomancy – use elements of these tried & true systems to read the crust of another.

Mystic Pizza views divination as a social form, where the reader and querent work together to interpret meaning. Collaborate to uncover the ‘mancy of your munching & the clairvoyance in your crumbs.

To observe a slice of the present moment, consider these crust divination prompts (& feel free to intuit your own).

What forms emerge from the crust, crumbs & grease spots? Use these shapes to begin your inquiry.

In which quadrant does the crust rest? In many divination systems, each hemisphere suggests abstract correspondences for interpretation:

North: Material things, health & home
South: Vitality, excitement, passion & creativity
East: Logic, reasoning, intellect & conflict
West: Intuition, inner life & matters of the heart

The location of the crust, crumbs & grease on the plate can also correspond to the immediate, near, middle & distant futures.
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